
Inter-Act with Media 

 

Movie 

 

Like Crazy (2010)  

Director (Drake Doremus) 

  

Stars:  Felicity Jones, Anton Yelchin and Jennifer Lawrence 

 

Brief Summary:  Does absence make the heart grow fonder or breed contempt? Anna (Jones) 

and Jacob (Yelchin) are about to find out. These two university students meet in L.A., but when 

Anna violates her student visa in order to continue her romance with Jacob, she is banned from 

re-entering the U.S. after a brief return home to England. Anna and Jacob remain together, then 

see others, then find themselves together… and apart, in an attempt to figure out what will 

become of their relationship and if their union can withstand the test of their immigration and life 

battles.  

 

While watching Like Crazy, consider the following concepts from the chapter:  

 

1. When Anna is forced to remain in England, she and Jacob seemingly endure a 

pseudoconflict. Do you agree or disagree? Explain.  

2. Describe the conflict style of Jacob and Anna. Discuss how face negotiation 

theory plays a role in their styles. 

3. If you were brought in to mediate the couple’s conflict at the end of the movie, 

what strategies from the chapter would you use? Do you believe that the couple 

ultimately resolves this conflict to resolution? Or dissolution?  

 

Book 

 

The New Rules of Marriage: What You Need to Know to Make Love Work (2008)  

Author: Terrence Real 

New York, NY: Ballantine 

 

Women no longer “need” a man to take care of them. Instead, they need men to be their 

emotional equals. Dr. Terrence Real, marriage therapist and author, reveals what he calls “non-

starters” that couples should avoid and offers advice on how to use positive communication 

strategies to repair a damaged relationship. When reading this book, write down five examples of 

conflict issues Dr. Real presents and solutions he suggests for managing those issues. Can you 

relate to similar issues in your relationships? Would any of these strategies work for you? 

Explain.  

 

Television 

 

Grey’s Anatomy (2012) Season 8, Episode 18: The Lion Sleeps Tonight 

 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0428065/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0947338/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2225369/


Seattle Grace Hospital is the backdrop for relationship drama between doctors. Owen (Kevin 

McKidd) and Cristina (Sandra Oh) are no strangers to drama themselves. First, their marriage 

was challenged by his struggle to overcome his PTSD from his military service. When they 

surmounted this struggle they were close and passionate, but became distant again because she 

doesn’t want children and elects to have an abortion. In this episode, the couple is together, but 

tense, due to Owen having an affair. Watch the episode and answer the following questions:  

 

a. Discuss how face negotiation plays a role in Cristina and Owen’s situation.  

b. What destructive conflict patterns do you recognize between this couple?  

c. Discuss the mutual hostility pattern evident between Cristina and Owen. What will it take 

for the couple to repair their relationship? Do you believe it can be repaired?  

 


